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Welcome to this, the first

This issue

issue of Mountain Silence, the
newsletter of the Dancing Mountains Zen Sangha.

1-2 Welcome to the Newsletter

Following Reb Anderson Roshi’s
most recent retreat at Gaia
House, a group of us felt it was
an auspicious time to encourage and support a sense of
Sangha between and for those
attending Roshi’s retreats in the
UK.
At the last retreat, many of us expressed an interest in being involved and exchanges between
us all and with Roshi resulted in a
choice of “Dancing Mountains”
as the Sangha name. We also
discussed facilitating the creation of a newsletter and then
identified an editorial team
comprising Devin Ashwood,
Frances Collins, Alan Wood, Michael Elsmere, Francis Checkley,
Gill Jackman, Wendy Ruthroff,
and Christopher Brown. The intention of the newsletter is to further the sense of Sangha by providing a focus for our activities
The plan is to detail news, upcoming retreats and other
events as well as to create a forum for members to make their
own contributions in the form of
written works, art and poetry.
As a result of the discussions, we
have drafted plans for the format and frequency of this new
publication, in addition to guidelines about content. These
guidelines are for members to
refer to when drafting their own
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Are everlasting,
Though springtimes may come and go
Their colours do not fade.”
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contributions and are intended
to help maintain consistency.
They are NOT meant to be restrictive. As editors our aim is to
maintain flexibility so that the
newsletter remains responsive
and alive to the interests of the
Sangha as a whole. We present
these plans and guidelines below to invite feedback from the
broader membership.
First, we decided each newsletter should be roughly focussed on a theme that would
unite its content. Themes would
ideally be relevant to recent
events, upcoming events and
the season on the Buddhist calender. It is important to us to
make this publication connect
with as wide of range of people
as possible within the Sangha,

“The mountains were green and in the
east they walked.
They walked, they strided heroically,
They Danced ...
...This is what the ancestors of the
Zen tradition taught us.”
Reb Anderson Roshi

so do please let us know if it
doesn’t, and why. We aim to
publish quarterly and have decided Renunciation is to be the
focus or theme for Spring, and
Happiness for the Summer.
(Dates at the end of this newsletter) We are very much open to
suggestions for future themes.
Currently, the newsletter will be
introduced with an editorial written by a volunteer from the
team. Then, as its main teaching
vessel, the newsletter will feature
a transcript of a talk by Roshi.
The particular talk will be chosen
on the basis of the theme of
each newsletter. Transcripts will
be abbreviated and edited by
the editorial team, and then approved by Roshi or his assistant
(with further editing as necessary). One suggestion was that
when enough talks have accumulated over the years, they
could be combined into a book
for mainstream publication.
Further regular features will include details of the content and
dates of upcoming events taking place in the UK and Europe,
including retreats organised by
the Dancing Mountains Zen
Sangha, by Reb Anderson Roshi
and possibly other teachers from
the San Francisco Zen Centre
The most important sections of
the newsletter, however, will be
submitted by the broader membership of the Sangha. That’s
YOU!
We invite members of the
Sangha to submit material that
may or may not include:
- Descriptions, confessions and
commentary on personal experience in relation to Zen practice.
- Poetry, artwork and fiction/
humour of a spiritual, humorous
or otherwise inspirational nature
- Philosophical discussion
(maybe not too much of this, not
very Zen!)
- Descriptions of recent Zen
events attended by Sangha
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members.
- News items
- Informal letters addressed to
the editors that comment on
material in previous newsletters,
contain feedback about the
newsletter as a whole, or consist of other material that may
be too brief to justify submission
of a more formal article.
We plan to keep the newsletter
roughly within the boundaries
of what constitutes ‘Zen practice’. Since Zen is all-inclusive,
this is a huge practice in itself.
The most appropriate material
is perhaps that which explicitly
expresses the intention and nature of Zen, but this is not in anyway assuming that Zen terminology is necessary. As an editorial team, we will select material for each edition that is relevant to its designated theme,
but please do not restrict your
contributions too tightly. How

closely related the material is to
the theme will partly depend on
the volume of relevant material
submitted in time. In some cases
we may decide that some contributions fit in best with the
themes of planned newsletters in
the future and losing contributions because they don’t apparently ‘fit’ with the theme is not
our intention at all.
As a guideline, we would suggest keeping the length of contributions as brief as possible, although we have no strict word
limit. Very long articles may be
returned to the contributor for
editing and re-submission at the
discretion of the editorial team.
For the time being, please submit material to: chrisb.by.
name@gmail.com.
We very much look forward to
hearing from you.
The Editorial Team

No Signpost

True Intimacy

No clear signpost in these foggy lands,
For this journey no guide who understands.
Descending down the valley of creation,
Outer form gives way to inner revelation.
Uncertain way still, cause also unknown
Words can confuse 'til you let them go.
Truth lies beyond these passions at hand
Forces of nature we must embrace to understand.
Undoing a lifetime's planning I do not want,
Crucial death of a way not engaged to the One.
Sensitivity of attachments rubbing the wrong way
A pain that defines me but cannot stay.
Within a demonic cyclone that sweeps up the old,
And cracks it down hard to break the mould,
A peace without name envelopes the broken,
And spreads widely a love absolute and unspoken.

The wind came and blew breath
into the body…
filling heart and mind;
“Come fly with me,” it offered …
The breath obeyed,
-and they flew.
The wind whispered a promise,
“Give yourself back to me and I
will take you beyond this breath
and this mind…
but first, let’s sweep this house
bare and dance with the word!”
And they danced!

Chris Brown

Retreat Report
On Sunday 3 February, eleven of
us met at the BareFoot Barn in
Chagford, Devon for a days formal retreat. While not an exact
copy of retreats run at San Francisco Zen Center, we did what
we could to make it not too different. A few of us had met the
night before with Bev Eatwell to
learn the forms required to offer
a service similar to the Sunday
service at Green Gulch.
We spent the Sunday mostly in
silence with a noon service
chanting of the Heart of Great
Perfect Wisdom Sutra, the Hymn
To The Perfection Of Wisdom, the
Enmēi Jūkku Kānnōn Gyō and
the Names of the Buddhas and
Ancestors. Before the lecture,
we chanted the Eihei Koso Hotsuganmon and we ended the day
of meditation by chanting the
Dāihi Shīn Darani. Some of these
chants you might have experienced before on Roshi’s retreats
at Gaia House, but some may
only be familiar to you if you
have been to San-Francisco or
Felsentor.
Feedback at the end of the day
suggested that people really appreciate the extra formality and
so we plan to repeat the format
in March. I hope to see you
there!
Devin Ashwood

Membership?
Would you support the Dancing
Mountains Sangha with an annual subscription? The possibility
of forming a membership organization with an annual payment has been proposed. Such
a subscription fee could potentially cover various costs including the printing and postage of
hard copies of the newsletter,
room hire for day and weekend
retreats, purchasing equipment
(e.g. spare zafus for newcomers
to retreats), and air travel for
teachers from SFZC to visit the
UK. More long-term, there has
also been the suggestion of accumulating funds towards the
cost of establishing a physical
site that can accommodate
the activities of the Sangha.
Please write in and send us your
views. How much should the
subscription fee be? Should
there be a sliding scale? Would
you want it cheaper if you received an electronic version of
the newsletter? Should members get discounts on retreat
bookings and purchases?
Would you be willing to help
maintain a membership list and
subscription details? Can we
make it simple to operate such
a scheme?
Please let us know

And the wind commanded,
“Now marry me! Surrender!”
And the breath whispered, “Yes”
And there was no word…
no breath…
Frances Collins
no wind.

Zen For Sale
The following items are for sale
to provide inexpensive materials
to support sangha members in
their practice and to help raise
funds to develop the sangha .
Zafu £9 - Zabuton £13
Meditation cushions (zafus) and
mats (zabutans). Fabric and
sewing has been fairly traded
from an Indian tailor and the zafus are stuffed with kapok, a soft
natural fibre. Phone: Devin,
07875 155464
Incense £6
Japanese incense as used and
sold at San Francisco Zen Center
Phone: Devin, 07875 155464
Free Zen !
Shasta Abbey (Soto Zen training
centre, affiliated to Throssel Hole
Abbey) has released its own
translation of Dogen’s
Shobogenzo as a free pdf file for
download.
http://www.shastaabbey.org/
shobogenzo1.htm
Sutra books
We will be printing some sutra
books soon for people who
would like to learn our chants.
They will be £8ish. Phone: Devin
on 01749 813969 for details.

Renunciation
A Talk By Reb Anderson Roshi
This Talk was transcribed and edited
from a talk given at Houston Zen
Center in Texas on September 28th
2001, shortly after the destruction of
the World Trade Center towers in
New York on September 11th, 2001

In life, and particularly in the life of
a mind such as human beings
have, if you look at almost any
topic and study it long enough,
you realize that it is connected
with and depends on everything.
When you first start looking at the
topic of renunciation, you may
think it's some limited thing, but
the more you study it, the more
you realize that it is interconnected with all aspects of Buddhist practice. In particular, renunciation can be seen as the key for
entering into the practice of wisdom united with compassion, or
compassion united with wisdom.
I have met many people
who have a very deep sense of
compassion, who really care for
the suffering of many beings and
really want to devote their lives to
helping suffering beings become
free of their suffering. I have met
many people like that. So there is
compassion in this world. But most
people who are compassionate
also still have some attachment,
or considerable attachment, attachment to the very beings for
whom they have such good
wishes. For example, many parents would virtually give up their
lives for their children. They would
do anything to prevent their children from suffering and to relieve
their children’s suffering. Many
parents are like that. Some children are like that toward their parents, too. Some brothers and sisters would give their life for each
other. Some husbands would easily give their life for their wife, and
vice versa. If you have kidney
problems, because of genetic
similarities, a member of your family might donate a kidney for you.
You might also be willing to give a
kidney to your brother, sister,
mother or child. I know a woman
who gave her kidney to her
daughter. You have two; you can

give one away. Giving like this is
compassion. But it is also possible
to give your kidney or give your
blood or give your life away with
no attachment to the other person that you're giving to, and
with no attachment to the outcome.
If we are giving, generous,
and compassionate to beings,
but we think that they are other,
and we are attached to them,
this attachment will eventually
undermine our compassion. It will
severely undermine it after a

“Basically, renunciation is
to give up, to surrender, to
give away anything that
hinders being with what’s
happening”
while until finally we will give up
our compassionate work, because we will be burned out by
the drainage that occurs due to
attachment to beings and results. We can be very helpful
while still being attached to outcomes. We can be very helpful
while still being attached to the
people we’re helping. However,
every time we help people with
that attitude of attachment and
the belief that people are separate from us, we gouge a little
out of our spiritual energy, and if
we help many people, we will
eventually run away from the
work of compassion to save our
own life.
On the other hand, if we
are devoted to the welfare of
this world and have no attachment, then every time we do
something beneficial or helpful
to beings, it doesn't drain us and

doesn't drain them. This compassion joined to wisdom is a compassion which can fully function in
the world. This compassion includes virtuous activities, such as
giving, ethical conscientiousness
and study, patience, vigorous effort and concentration, as well as
all kinds of meditation. To realize
these practices and to unite them
with the wisdom that makes it possible to “not grasp” at these very
practices, or at the results of these
practices, we practice renunciation. Renunciation is a way to enter that united and perfectly pure
compassion. It is a wisdom which
understands interdependence in
such a way that it is perfectly
clear that there is nothing to
grasp. To have that wisdom is essentially love and compassion. Renunciation is a way to enter into
that united practice of wisdom
and compassion.
In many ways, renunciation
is very close to being wisdom itself.
But it is a little bit different from wisdom, in the sense that it is almost
like the practice of entering wisdom. Wisdom is, in a sense, simply
giving up all your views, all your
opinions, all your truths, and all
your falsehoods. That's what renunciation is, too. Basically, renunciation is to give up, to surrender,
to give away anything that hinders being with what’s happening. Anything can hinder being
with what's happening if you hold
it, if you cling to it.
Last weekend I was going
to Vancouver to do a retreat
studying renunciation and I saw a
newspaper sitting on a seat at the
airport with the headline, “Fear
and freedom are at war.” That
was the headline. I didn't exactly
disagree with that. Fear and freedom are not necessarily at war,
but I do see a relationship between fear and freedom. In a
sense, if you are afraid it's hard to
be free. In another sense, I feel
that when I am intimate with fear I
am free. Another headline that
didn't get in the newspaper that
week could have been, “Intimacy
with fear is freedom.” Or,
“Freedom: intimacy with fear.”
In the same newspaper
there were many other articles

that used the word “fear,” fear of
this, fear of that. I feel it these days
on this planet and in this country.
People in the United States are
more aware of their fear than
they were three weeks ago. I hear
so often now the word “security.”
People seem to be very concerned about security. They want
security. People have always
wanted security. People want to
be free of fear. Now that we are
aware that we want security,
many of us are aware that we do
not feel secure. Many of us feel
afraid. But I think that freedom
from fear is intimacy with fear, and
security arises from intimacy with
insecurity. I think fighting insecurity
produces more insecurity. I think
that denying insecurity interferes
with security. Facing insecurity
and facing fear is the path, the
practice of realizing freedom from
fear and from insecurity.
Renunciation is to let go of
worldly affairs. What is a worldly
affair? A worldly affair is not going
shopping. That's not a worldly affair. A worldly affair is not brushing
your teeth. A worldly affair is not
changing diapers. A worldly affair
is not going to the doctor. A
worldly affair is not selling an apple. A worldly affair is to attach to
something that takes you away
from what's happening. A worldly
affair is when, if you are afraid,
you do something to try to not be
where you are and how you are.
That is a worldly affair. A worldly
affair is a distraction from reality.
Renunciation of worldly affairs
means that you let go of anything
that takes you away from what
you are experiencing. Renunciation is the way to enter pure presence with what you are experiencing. Many of us often experience horror, sadness, fear, insecurity, desire for security, and the desire to be free of fear. We experience these things. These things
are okay, but to grasp them takes
you away from them.
Similarly, to meet a person
and to grasp the person, to try to
possess him, distracts you from just
being with him, and distracts you
from what it is you are experiencing in being with him. It is the same
with fear. If you grasp it or reject it

you lose the experience of the
fear. But the experience of the
fear, if you are intimate with it, is
within the situation of realizing
fearlessness, security and freedom. So renunciation is crucial
for freedom. It is crucial for security, and it is crucial for working
for the welfare of beings in a
world where we have all these
experiences, in such a way that
we can be present with what's
happening and be part of heal-

“...freedom from fear is
intimacy with fear, and
security arises from
intimacy with insecurity.”
ing the wounds of our planet.
I would like to talk to you
about meeting whatever happens with no mind, which is another way to talk about renunciation. Whatever you meet,
whoever you meet, whatever
you meet in terms of your own
feelings, your own thoughts, your
own sensations, whatever you
meet when meeting beings,
whether friends, neighbours or
enemies, whoever you meet and
whatever you meet, whatever
comes to you, meet it with no
mind.
“No mind” means not
your regular mind. What is a
regular mind? With a regular
mind I meet a person. Let’s say
it’s a woman and I say a woman
is different from a man. I say it's a
good woman or a bad woman. I
have these opinions and that's
how I meet her, and I grasp
those. I hold them as self-evident,
true, or whatever. This is our usual
way of meeting people. Renunciation is to meet people and
give that up, even though it still
goes on. Some part of your mind
is consciously or unconsciously
calculating what gender this is.
That's not going to stop. You’ve
got built-in equipment to gender
identify everything that comes
your way. Meeting whatever
comes with mind is going to continue more or less indefinitely. The
practice of renunciation is meeting it in another way, namely,

giving up, letting go of the distinctions that your mind is making. For
example, I can see someone and
think: “This person is an ordinary
person,” or “This person is not a
Buddha. I know Dave. Dave is not
a Buddha.” My mind makes a distinction and says, “He's not a Buddha. He is just an ordinary Texan.”
I might look at someone else and
my mind says, “Oh, he's a Buddha. He’s a Zen teacher. He's
practically a Buddha.” There is
making that distinction. The mind
does that, but renunciation
means to let go of that, to give
that up, because that way of
meeting Dave, of calling him a
Buddha or not a Buddha, takes
me away from the meeting with
Dave. To meet someone and to
hold on to the way he appears to
you takes you away from being
with what is happening.
Another way of putting this
instruction is to meet whatever
comes with complete relaxation.
That's renunciation, too. Usually
we don't meet whatever comes
with complete relaxation. You
might meet an old friend. For example, I might meet Jim and
think, “I feel pretty relaxed around
Jim.” But I still haven't relaxed this
thing that is “Jim.” Complete relaxation means letting go of the
tension and and also of the view
of who this is. You do have a view
of who this is. But relax. Let go of it.
Don't grip it. Let it go. This is renunciation.
The really big thing that is
happening with each meeting is
that I think I am meeting that thing
that is out there, separate from
me. That's the big view to consider
relaxing with. How about letting
go of that? Letting go and renouncing that view is perfect wisdom. This is an amazing idea to
be able to let go of some of this,
not to mention to let go of it all.
Imagine having a practice
in which you could relax and
meet anything. For example, here
comes cancer. Boom.
Relax.
Here comes a super insult. Boom.
Relax. Here comes a great complement. Boom. Relax. Here
comes a tremendous insult. Boom.
Relax. This is an amazing thing. This
is one of the main things that at-

tracted me to Zen. There is a story
about a Zen teacher who relaxed
when insulted and also when he
was praised. I was impressed by
this. When I saw him relax after being insulted, I thought, “Wow.”
When he relaxed after being
praised, I thought “Yes.” Both
ways: whatever comes, don't
grasp it. Whatever comes, don't
ask for seconds. Whatever comes
don't ask for an alternative. Don’t
ask, “Could I have a different reality? Let’s not have that one.” This
is an amazing accomplishment. I
thought if I could be like that I
would have no problems and I
would no longer be a problem. I
still think so. I am still trying to be
relaxed, whatever comes. That's
why I come to Texas, to see if I
can be relaxed when I get here.
I'm testing my relaxation.
A man came to see me recently and said, “My wife is really
mad at me.” He said, “Our house
is full of stuff, and she wants me to
get rid of it. But I'm not getting rid
of it fast enough for her, so she is
enraged. I agreed with her. But
just when I'm ready to start moving some of the stuff out, somebody tells me something about a
really urgent task that I must perform and if I don't they'll punish
me, like for business or something.
So I feel that I will be punished if I
don’t do it.”
We don't really think that it
is our job to move stuff out of our
house. We don't usually get paid
to move stuff out of our house. We
usually get paid to move stuff into
our house. You get paid to move
stuff into your house and your wife
screams at you in a big way.
When he was talking I could
hardly wait until he was finished,
so I could say, “Great!” I said to
him, “My wife says the same thing
to me. She says, ‘Don't die and
leave me with this house full of
stuff that I have to deal with.’”
So for the last two years I
have been gradually trying to
move things out of my house so
that when I die it won't be a big
problem to people. But the most
important thing is if before I die
the house gets emptied. That's the
most important thing. Renunciation is to empty your house. Empty

it. Empty your house.
If you empty your house,
you will get closer and closer to
emptying your body and mind. If
you empty your body and mind
and your house, then the natural
flow of your life will be unimpeded, and wisdom and compassion will be realized. Energy is
trying to flow, according to the
way the universe is functioning.
It's trying to flow where it should
flow. The question is whether we
are holding on to stuff and blocking and clogging up the pas-

“Whatever comes don't ask
for an alternative”
sageway. I said to this person,
“You're afraid not to do these
tasks because you will be punished. But if you empty your
house, and these people tell you
about these essential tasks, and
threaten you with punishment,
you won't be afraid.”
When your house is
empty, you’re not afraid. There's
nothing to hurt you when your
house is empty. When nothing
can hurt you because your
house is empty, you are not
afraid to do what your wife asks.
You're not afraid of her hurting
you or anybody else hurting you,
because there's nobody to get
hurt anymore, because you
gave up everything.
But again, people think, “
Empty my house—all of it?”
Someone up in Vancouver said,
“Should I get rid of my toaster?”
Lots of people think it’s not too
hard to get
rid of your toaster. But some people tell me that it's actually unhealthy to eat bread untoasted,
so those people would be afraid
to lose their toasters.
By the way, emptying
your house does not mean emptying the stuff that other people
have put in the house. It means
emptying your house of the stuff
you put in it, the stuff you care
about. You don't have to get rid
of things in the house that other
people are attached to. They
have to. The things other people
put in the house are the things
that come to meet you. Your

house is empty. You’ve got an
empty house, and other people
come and put stuff in your house.
This is the stuff you meet with an
empty house. You’ve already got
an empty house, and people
come and dump garbage in your
house. But when your house is
empty, really empty, you meet
that garbage with complete relaxation, because before the garbage comes into this empty
house there is total life energy
flowing through the house, which
meets the garbage and says, “Hi.
Welcome, garbage.” It says,
“Welcome.”
At the end of the morning
service, we chant the Heart Sutra
which ends: “Gate Gate Paragate Parasamgate Bodhi Svaha.”
We can translate this as “Gone,
gone, gone beyond, gone completely beyond.” That's perfect
wisdom. That means your house is
empty, empty, gone beyond
empty, gone completely beyond
empty. The last two parts are
“ B o d h i ,
w e l c o m e . ”
“Enlightenment, welcome. Welcome, enlightenment.” In other
words, “Welcome. I'm ready, because I don't have anything.” We
don’t say, “A little bit later, enlightenment, I’m a little bit busy right
now. Some people have asked
me to do some stuff, and if I don't
do it they’re going to punish me,
so I can't be enlightened right
now. I've got to do this first. I've
got to get my toenails painted
and brush my teeth. I have to pay
my bills and then I can welcome
enlightenment.”
You may think, “Oh no, I
think I would welcome enlightenment, if it came.” But enlightenment is always coming, every moment. If the house is not empty, if
you haven't renounced worldly
affairs, if you haven't renounced
anything that takes you away
from this suffering, from this fear,
then you are not really ready to
say welcome to enlightenment.
Saying welcome to enlightenment
is exactly the same as saying welcome to garbage. You say welcome to whatever comes.
The usual mind does not
say, “Welcome.” First, it says,
“What is it? Garbage? Well, then,

no, thank you. Is it jewels? Okay,
fine, come on in.” But before it
says, “Come in,” and before it
says, “No, thank you,” it checks to
see what it is. It doesn't say
“Welcome,” and then see what it
is. The usual mind discriminates
how this will work for Number One.
“Is this going to hurt me or help
me or what?” The usual mind is
afraid of everything. It asks, “How
bad is it?” and then says, “Oh,
that's not too bad. It's my wife,” or,
“It's not too bad, it's my husband,”
or “It's not too bad, it’s my kids.”
But people are afraid of their kids.
People come home from work
and they say to themselves,
“Okay, ready? Can I open the
door now and see what happens?”
I heard a guy on the radio,
a Dr. Spock of our times, saying, “If
you're a working mother, cheat a
little bit at work. Don't work too
hard. Save a little bit of your energy so that when you go home
and you open the door and all
hell breaks loose you can meet it.”
A lot of mothers are afraid to
open that door, fathers too. And
the children. It's frightening, if you
have anything in your house. But if
you empty your house, this amazing thing can happen in your life,
because there is an inexhaustible
energy flowing through this world,
and it doesn't miss any spots.
Great energy is flowing through all
of our bodies, and if we just have
no attachment, if we just practice
renunciation, then there will be
enough energy to meet our own
children. There will be enough energy to meet your husband or
wife. There will be enough energy
to meet whatever comes, and
even to meet it without slipping
back into grasping what you're
meeting and blocking that energy
again. I know I'm talking about a
really big, amazing thing, to
empty your house. But emptying
your house is not as hard as emptying your body and mind. However, it is what you do first. Empty
your house and then meditate in
the full true sense. If you don't
empty your house, you can meditate somewhat. I think most of you
have been meditating somewhat.
I'm talking about getting ready to

do the real meditation that is
possible for human beings, a
meditation that can happen
when your house is empty. Until
your house is empty, you are
somewhat hindered, or severely
hindered, by what you're holding
on to in your house. You're somewhat or severely obstructed in
your meditation by what you're
holding on to, by what I'm holding on to.
If you want to do the Buddha’s meditation someday, then
you have to open up the house.
You have to let go of absolutely
everything that is interfering with
that total love, with no attachment. Of course, today, we
probably won't be able to start
such a practice and continue
from now on with never a break.
Even if today you were to decide, “Okay, today, I think I’m
going to empty the house,”
when you get there you might

“If you want to do the
Buddha’s meditation
someday, then you have to
open up the house. You
have to let go of absolutely
everything that is
interfering with that total
love, with no attachment”
say, “But not this, and not that.”
You should also check
with your family about this. One
of the rules of this sort of practice
of emptying houses is that you
must consult with your family before you give anything away. It’s
a complicated thing sometimes
to actually do it. That's why as
part of this practice the great
priest Eihei Dogen says, “We vow
with all beings from this life on,
throughout countless lives, to
hear the true Dharma, that upon
hearing it, no doubt will arise in us
nor will we lack in faith; that
upon meeting it we shall renounce worldly affairs.”
“ To h e a r th e t r ue
Dharma” is the way you hear
when your house is empty. When
your house is empty, when you
actually meet the true Dharma;

when you actually meet the true
teaching of the Buddha, you will
renounce worldly affairs. If you
could really meet it, you would let
go of all the stuff that's clogging
your life, and vice versa. When
you let go of all the stuff, you will
meet the true Dharma. Then when
you meet the true Dharma, you
will maintain the Buddha Dharma,
and in doing so the great earth,
this great planet, and all living beings will attain the Buddha Way.
Dogen also says, “Our past
evil karma has greatly accumulated, indeed being the cause
and condition of obstacles in
practicing the way.” Because of
our past actions, it is going to be
hard for some of us to do this
practice. Because we have habits
of not letting go of stuff, we have
habits of getting more stuff. Part of
what is happening in this world today is a knock at the door saying,
“Time to let go. It's time to let go.”
Dogen goes on to say that
if we quietly explore the farthest
reaches of causes and conditions,
this practice is the practice of a
verified Buddha. By confessing
and repenting in this way, by revealing our lack of faith in practice, by revealing that our house is
stuffed full of stuff and that we
have trouble letting go of it, by revealing and confessing, we never
fail to receive profound help.
All buddhas used to be attached to things. When we admit
that we are still attached to
things, we receive help from the
buddhas to let go. When we confess that we are still holding on
and gripping our self-concern, our
selfishness and pettiness, over and
over, when we actually say, “I
would like to let go of some of this
stuff. I can see that it is hindering
me and hindering others. I can
see it makes everything more
complicated. I can see it makes it
harder for me to love. I can see it.
I admit it,” when I admit that I am
not practicing renunciation, the
power of that admission melts
away the root of resisting renunciation.



Diary of Events
2008
Every Monday
Glastonbury Chan/Zen Group
meet at Shekinashram 7:00pm
Phone: Devin, 01749 813969
Every Wednesday
Totness Zen Group meet at different locations 6:15pm
Phone: Michael 01803 732761
or Francis 01803 866735
—————————————–

February
Sun 10 Feb: Chan day retreat
At Shekinashram, Glastonbury
Email: reiter@clara.co.uk
Phone: Ned, 01458 833663
Sat 23 Feb: Day Retreat at
Dragon Bell Temple, Exeter,
Email: hmyfanwy@onetel.com
Phone: 01392 479 648
—————————————–

March
Sun 9 Mar: Dancing Mountains
Zen Retreat in Glastonbury,
Phone: Devin, 01749 813969
Sat 22 Mar: Day Retreat at
Dragon Bell Temple, Exeter,
Email: hmyfanwy@onetel.com
Phone: 01392 479 648
—————————————–

April
Sat 12 Apr: South West Chan
Groups Day Retreat at Leusdon
Memorial Hall, Dartmoor,
Devon from 10am til 6pm. Walk
on Dartmoor the following day
Email: reiter@clara.co.uk
Phone: Ned, 01458 833663

—————————————–

June
Mon 23 - Sun 29 Jun:
7 Day Retreat: Zen Meditation
As Bodhisattva Vow with Reb
Anderson Roshi
Felsentor, nr. Lucerne, Switzerland. Email: info@felsentor.ch
Phone: +41 41 397 17 76
Sun 29 Jun: Dancing Mountains
Zen Retreat in Chagford.
Phone: Michael 01803 732761
or Francis 01803 866735
—————————————–

August
Fri 22 - Fri 29 Aug:
7 Day Retreat: The Teaching of
Totality—Reb Anderson Roshi
Gaia House, Devon, England
generalenquiies@gaiahouse.
co.uk Phone: 01626 333613
Wed 27 - Sun 31 Aug:
5 Day Sesshin with Ryushin Paul
Haller Roshi at Black Mountain
Zen Centre, Belfast.
sesshin@blackmountainzencentre.org

Phone: 028 90244010
—————————————–

September
Sun 14 Sep: Chan day retreat
At Shekinashram, Glastonbury
Email: reiter@clara.co.uk
Phone: Ned, 01458 833663
Thu 25 - Sun 28 Sep:
Dogen Sangha Annual Retreat, Nr Glastonbury:
Email Mike: mjl@gol.com.
Phone Mike: 0117-924-3828
—————————————–

October
Wed 23 - Sun 27 Apr:
5 Day Sesshin with Ryushin Paul
Haller Roshi at Black Mountain
Zen Centre, Belfast.
sesshin@blackmountainzencentre.org

Phone: 028 90244010
Sat 26 Apr: Day Retreat at
Dragon Bell Temple, Exeter,
Email: hmyfanwy@onetel.com
Phone: 01392 479 648
Sat 26 - Sun 27 Apr:
Dancing Mountains Zen Weekend Retreat in Glastonbury,
Phone: Devin, 01749 813969

Sat 4 - Sun 5 Oct:
Dancing Mountains Zen Weekend Retreat in Glastonbury,
Phone: Devin, 01749 813969
—————————————–

Chinese Brush Painting by: Linda Griffiths

Contacts
Submissions to future editions
- Chris Brown
07812 602794 (daytime) or
0161 7934844 (eve. & w/ends)
Address: 16 Wayfarers Way,
Swinton, Manchester, M27 5UZ
chrisb.by.name@gmail.com
Devon Retreats
- Francis Checkley 01803 866735
- Michael Elsmere 01803 732761
Newsletter Design
Web Development
Glastonbury Retreats
- Devin Ashwood 01749 813969
devin@zendesigns.org

November

Summer issue publication date:
21st June, deadline for submission of material 21st May.
With the theme of “Happiness!”

Sun 9 Nov: Dancing Mountains
Zen Retreat in Glastonbury,
Phone: Devin, 01749 813969
—————————————–
Monthly:
Dharma Discussion Group:
Study and discussion of Buddha's teaching and its application in daily life. Email: Alan,
woodap@btinternet.com

With Thanks to: Reb Anderson
Roshi and San Francisco Zen
Center; the editorial team, Linda
Griffiths and everyone who has
contributed, supported and encouraged us in our devotion and
practice.
ALSO AVAILABLE ON THE WEB:
www.dancingmountains.org.uk

